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INTERNATIONAL ELECTROTECHNICAL COMMISSION

Technical Committee No. 3 Documentation and graphical symbols

Day report from the meeting 1998-11-13 in Charlottenlund

1� Opening of the meeting.

The Chairman opened the meting and welcomed all delegates.

Mr. Jörgensen of Danish National Committee then welcomed all delegates to Denmark and to
Dansk Standard.

The Chairman addressed first the Danish delegates: without their assistance this meeting could
not have taken place, then greeted the Chairmen and gave a special welcome to Mr. Radley, that
had got his Chairmanship for SC3D extended, and to Mr. Van Reekum, new secretary of SC3D.
Particular greetings were passed to the delegates representing National Committees in charge of
Secretariats, namely Sweden (2), the Netherlands (2) and Switzerland as well as to delegates
acting as convenors of Working Groups. Then he singled out two N.C., Japan with a stronger and
younger group of delegates and China whose delegates managed successfully to join the meeting
in spite of difficulties

He also gave a special welcome to the observers to the meeting: Mr. Langtry from ITU, Mr.
Aagard from ISO/TC10, Mrs. Schwuchow  and Mr. Fishman from ISO/TC145,. The Chairman
mentioned , last but not the least, the officers of the IEC CO : Mr.Maislich gave a most fascinating
presentation during the Workshop, then proposed to enter symbols into the data base, a proposal
readily accepted by TC3 with utmost gratitude and Mr. Cordelier provided  continuous support
during the rest of the meeting . Finally he cited Mr. Dubray, who for personal reasons had had to
go back to France for a few days, but nevertheless returned to the meetings.

2� Approval of the Draft Agenda, document 3/524C/DA.

The draft agenda was approved and the last minutes, document 3/522/RM from New Delhi, was
noted.

NOTE: To note the approval of the minutes of the preceding meeting should be a separate item on the agenda, even if
nowadays the minutes are approved “automatically”, if no objections are raised within 2 months.

3� To receive a report from the Chairman of TC3.

The Chairman referred to his opening statements of the workshop then reported that the
difficulties we may encounter are mainly the result of a lack of manpower but origin also in our
own deficiencies in exerting our horizontal tasks among Product Committees of the IEC .

However, changes in the organisation of TC3 will not help until the basic actions and related
difficulties are properly identified. If that is done, some synergy might be expected and lead to
improvement.
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4� To receive a report from the Secretary of TC3, document
3(Charlottenlund/Secretary)12.

The Secretary reported in accordance with the written report available as a meeting document
3(Charlottenlund/Secretary)12.

In addition he mentioned that the minutes from the meeting in New Delhi had been approved
without comments.

5� To receive a report from the TC3 Task Force for the specification of the
information requirements for the graphical symbols data bases, document
3(Charlottenlund/Task Force)11 and 3(Charlottenlund/Task Force)7. Decisions
of TC3: future of the task force, implementation of the databases, maintenance
of symbols for diagrams.

The Chairman of the Task Force reported with reference to the written reports and the
presentations on the Workshop.

The chairman thanked Mr Scholz for conducting the Task Force with great ability and dedication.

Following the presentation at the workshop and the statement there-in by Mr. Topp, that the offer
from the German National Committee to take on the maintenance of the database was not
inclusive of the initial loading and brought in financial aspects, Mr. Maislich from IEC/CO had
offered, in the course of the SC3A meeting, that IEC/CO could assume loading, i.e. bring the
content of IEC 60617 in electronic form into the data base. However, the “description” column
content for each symbol will be entered as one entity, that will need to be split up into the different
data fields, in accordance with the information model and the data base design. This is a technical
work for which capacity from the National Committees is required.

The Secretary had prepared a description, document 3(Charlottenlund/Secretariat)17(A), which
presented the needed activities.

TC3 was asked to extend the life of the Task Force until the database is ready for operation.
However, only a smaller part of the Task Force will actually be needed during this time.

Decision (Charlottenlund/1/98): The TC3 Task Force shall be maintained until the database is in
operation, i.e. to the time when representatives of selected National Committees can start to
structure the data put in by the IEC/CO, further to a training period.

Mr. Brigham raised the question about the plans for the IEC 60417 symbols: should they also be
put into this new database? The discussion showed that at least initially it would be more efficient
to make the content of the existing IEC 60417 data base available via the IEC/CO web site, with
access rights further to future policy decisions.

6� To receive a presentation of and to consider the result of the Workshop 1998-
11-09, document 3(Charlottenlund/Secretariat)8.

The meeting document was not available at the time, but the Secretary informed that this will
basically consist of the slides to the presentations given. As most of the delegates present had
also been at the workshop a presentation was not deemed to be necessary.

http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3_cph12.pdf
http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3_cph11.pdf
http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3cph7.pdf
http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3cph17a.pdf
http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3cph8.pdf
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The Chairman stated that the workshop had been extremely useful, a statement that many of the
delegates agreed to. The workshop, as an informal get-together, makes  also a good warming-up
period before the meetings to follow.

Mr. Van Noesel proposed that, at the next workshop, a short forum discussion with all presenters
in the panel, should be held to draw the conclusions.

Decision (Charlottenlund/2/98): For the end of the next workshop a concluding discussion
should be planned and conclusions presented to TC3.

Mrs. Schwuchow pointed out that the three databases demonstrated, and an additional one
presented, had been quite different, and that it was quite difficult to conclude which way to go.

The Chairman said that, with regard to the IEC/CO database IEC 60617 will go for and then we
can proceed with the rest.

Mr. Selvik pointed out that the IEC/CO database is indeed not only for IEC 60617. Requirements
from all other potential users have been taken into account, so its use can easily be extended.
This was also the basis for the work in the Task Force.

Mrs. Schwuchow pointed out that the co-operation with ISO should not be forgotten.

The Chairman said that the IEC/CO database will technically be capable of managing also the
actual ISO standards, but the administrative arrangements must also be solved.

7� To receive a report on Graphical symbols for diagrams - and relevant
decisions, document  3(Charlottenlund/SC3A)3.

Mr. Scholz, who had been elected as session Chairman for the SC3A plenary meeting presented
his report 3(Charlottenlund/SC3A)3.

The following points were clarified:

SC3A/WG1 will kept for the time being, i.e. until the transfer of the Task II results have been
entered into the database, but the designation changed into TC3/WG1: results will be compiled by
the Assistant Secretary.

Part 1, that consists of a small “text body” and indices in English and French will be finished by
the Assistant Secretary. The plan is to go directly for a CDV, since the indices does not contain
any technically controversial issues. A document is expected before the end of 1998.

SC3A/WG2 will be disbanded. Running projects will principally be put on hold, i.e. returned to the
stage 0, with the exception of IEC 61352 Mnemonics and symbols for integrated circuits, and IEC
61785 Factory-built wiring systems.

Decision (Charlottenlund/3/98): TC3 will take over SC3A/WG1 as is. Its designation will be
changed to TC3/WG1.

The recent publication of IEC TR 61930 Fibre optic graphical symbology, was noted. It has been
prepared by IEC TC86 and the (lack of) involvement by SC3A in its “monitoring” is not in line with
the horizontal task of TC3/SC3A.

The Chairman said that product committees, such as TC 86, do generally inform, by means of the

http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3cph3.pdf
http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3cph3.pdf
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scope stated in the Directory of the IEC, of their needs of symbols, and having done so find it
naturally  most easy to proceed without further consultation! We should watch out more closely
and state more clearly in our SPS, and possibly in the Directory, about our mission. A similar
situation may arise in the field of SC3C.

Mr. Jörgensen proposed that his matter should be put in the appropriate form into the Report to
the Committee of Action (RCA)

Decision (Charlottenlund/4/98): The character of IEC 61930 and the way it has been produced
should be brought to the attention of the CA as an example of lack of co-operation. However, we
should also point out that we can respond faster with the introduction of the symbols database.
With the proposed procedures, we will have better possibilities to handle this type of activities in
the product committees, but they do not solve the problem in those cases when no requests are
made..

In item 6 of the report “Status of ISO 14617-1 to –5 ..” the next last sentence should be changed:
“After many years of discussions and spending some few million SKR more than 30 million SEK
by the Swedish industry for the preparation of consecutive projects, there is no International
standard so for, which is hardly strongly needed in ISO.

NOTE: Regarding actions from IEC TC3, see item 20 f).

The report was then accepted.

8� To disband SC3A and move the tasks to TC3. Related documents: 3/523/Q and
3/525/RQ.

The circulation of the documents 3/523/Q and 3/525/Q was noted. Italy had voted negatively, but
changed its vote to positive at the meeting.

Decision (Charlottenlund/5/98): Sub-Committee 3A Graphical symbols for diagrams, is
disbanded and an Assistant Secretariat to TC3 is created in order to take the projects over by
TC3.

Switzerland, which had undertaken the former 3A Secretariat, has kindly offered its support as
assistant Secretariat, a proposal accepted with gratitude by TC3, the parent technical committee.

Furthermore, resources have been granted by the Swiss National Committee for the year 1999, to
Mr. Fornalski , former SC3A Secretary, so that he can continue as Assistant Secretary to TC3.

9� To receive a report from the Chairman of SC3B - Documentation - and relevant
decisions document  3(Charlottenlund/SC3B)4.

The Chairman of SC3B, Mr. Reuter,  reported in accordance with document
3(Charlottenlund/SC3B). The following main points were noted:

− 2 documents have been published and 4 documents are on the CDV stage and may be
published next tyear.

− A new JWG with ISO/TC10 will be set up for the work on meta data.

− The maintenance procedures as defined in 3/526/INF will function also for the collection of
meta data.

http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3cph4.pdf
http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3cph4.pdf
http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3_523.pdf
http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3_525.pdf
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− A quicker feed back from SC3D is required with regard to the inclusion of new data
element types.

− Active participation in SB3 is required

− A focus on marketing issues, for the work in the committees as well as for the result is of
importance for the further promotion of the work.

The report was accepted without any further discussion

10� To receive a report from the Chairman of SC3C - Graphical symbols for use on
equipment - and relevant decisions document  3(Charlottenlund/SC3C)5.
Presentation of the new procedures.

The Chairman of SC3C, Mr Nakamura, reported in accordance with document
3(Charlottenlund/SC3C)5, that included an overview of the new procedure.

The Chairman of TC3 as a first remark said that one important item ought to be stressed more
than it has in the report, and that is the publication of the new edition of IEC 60417.

Discussion on the procedure:

Mr. Nicholson asked about the time limits.

Mr. Nakamura said that the validation time can be short, but the upper time limits are open. An
implicit upper limit is that set by the risk for the circulation of an FDIS (of a product committee)
without approved symbols.

The Chairman said that a short statement about the time limits ought to be included.

Discussion on the databases:

Mr. Brigham said that we have seen the possibilities with the IEC/CO database. Now, what are
the intentions? SC3C is absolutely open for convergence, but as we have understood it, no
decision has been taken to implement IEC 60417 in the IEC/CO database.

From the user point of view, we have another user group, so the needs are probably different,
also with regard to co-operation. Now we would like to make progress quickly.

The Chairman asked: Is the present data model taking care of all needs?

Mr. Brigham confirmed that it is, however not with regard tot he printing of documents from the
proposed data base.

Mr Scholz added that the model includes everything, but the pilot implementation not yet.

Mr. Brigham said that the SC3C model is simple and that it works now. In a number of years it
may be replaced. The data can be moved later on. We should make available on the Web what we
have now, on a short term basis.

Mr. Reuter added: If there are any requirements from SC3C that has not yet been covered, put it
on the table next month, so that it can be included in the final adjustment of the model. He also

http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3cph5.pdf
http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3cph5.pdf
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added that the model does not prescribe what the printed publication should look like. That is an
entirely separate matter to be dealt with later.

The report was then accepted.

11� To receive a report from the Chairman of SC3D -  Data sets for libraries - and
relevant decisions document  3(Charlottenlund/SC3D)6. Presentation of the
paper showing the benefits that can be derived from the use of data element
types. To consider data element type definitions in TC3 (SC3A, SC3B)
standards; needed actions.

The Chairman of SC3D, Mr. Radley, presented his report, document 3(Charlottenlund/SC3D)6.

The Chairman said that the report was quite clear and comprehensive: it appears that one of the
main issues still lies in the raison d'être of the IEC 1360 series, the publication of which was
approved with a very large number (see note) of  National Committees. It seems as if within N.C.
the members of the product committees were not sufficiently informed perhaps owing to a lack of
"pressure" from each member of TC3 . In addition, whatever can be the advantages that can be
obtained from the implementation of these new methods, it must be admitted that on a short term,
it means an additional burden for the product committees concerned . Consequently in order to
avoid the situation of an approved but insufficiently implemented standard, it should be clearly
stated in the revised version of IEC 61360-1 as well as in the new letter to TCs  what benefits
can be derived from the use of the publications 1360 .

A first draft of a new letter was presented as 3D(Charlottenlund/Secretariat)03 and will be
circulated by SC3D  to the delegates of TC3 and SCs for comments: this was agreed by all.

Also of special importance is that CODUS Ltd has decided to decline the invitation to act as a
maintenance agency for the IEC reference collection. The IEC CO has been informed during
October. New ways of funding are sought, and if good such are found, CODUS might reconsider
its position.

The report was accepted.

NOTE -  16 N.C. voted Yes, US and PT abstained, GR voted No because of the conversion of Greek characters .

12� To update and consolidate the organisation and rules for TC 3 with
Subcommittees, Working Groups and Maintenance Teams, documents
3/526/INF and 3/528/INF.

The two documents, respectively "Proposal for a procedure for the maintenance of IEC 60617 and
other standards consisting of a collection of items" and "Organisational issues related to the
procedure described in 3/526/INF", had been dealt with earlier, during the workshop and in the
discussions of the reports from SC3A and SC3C.

Mr. Nicholson was concerned about the time scale for the simplified procedure.

Mr. Reuter stated that the entire simplified procedure should not exceed 3 months, and that the
validation should be carried out within 2 – 6 weeks.

The appeal procedure already included in the description was pointed at: the symbols approved
and released by the validation team should be reported to the plenary meeting of TC3. If this do

http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3cph6.pdf
http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3cph6.pdf
http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3_526.pdf
http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3_528.pdf
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not agree there is a possibility to restart a procedure for correction. This should be shown in
Figure 2.

Decision (Charlottenlund/6/98): Document 3/526/INF should be revised as soon as possible
taking into account the results of the discussions, such as the revised terms circulated under
3(Charlottenlund/Secretariat)15, and showing more clearly the appeal possibilities, and with
modified time limits. It should be commented on before the end of January 1999.

The procedure should then be submitted to the CA for approval.

Mr. Brigham noted with regard to the consolidation of the structure, that there is a sense of
instability in the background.

The Chairman agreed to this, but added that we are exposed to external pressure.

13� To receive a report from the latest meeting of Sector Board 3 (SB3) and Sector
Board Ad Hoc Group meetings (SB3AHG), documents SB3/32/INF, SB3/33/INF.

The Secretary informed about the documents that had been circulated, and pointed especially to
document SB3/32/INF Strategic principles for future IEC and ISO standardization in industrial
automation, also available as CA/1297/QP, a document likely to help in order to refine our
policies.

It was confirmed that SB3 seems to be a valuable forum for closer co-operation to a number of
other technical committees, TC44, TC65 for instance.

14� To receive a report on activities related to the Memorandum of Understanding
between IEC ISO UN/ECE concerning standardisation in the field of electronic
business. Document 3(Charlottenlund/Secretariat)9 reproduces the final MoU.

The Secretary reported about the work o the MoU in the field of electronic business, and the
recognition of TC3, SC3B and SC3D in this context. It is now ready for signing (17 Nov.)

15� To receive a report on activities related to ACET and ACET Area 4. Relevant
documents ACET4/43/INF, ACET/176/RM.

Mr. Van Noesel, who had taken part in the last meeting, highlighted four items:

− Discussion of Sector Board 3 and its relation to ACET. It had been unclear and therefore
the setting up of the Design Automation Harmonisation Group, DAHG,  had been delayed.

− The ISO Basic Semantics Register (ex – “Repository”), BSR. He has the feeling that it is
“dead”. ISO/TC154 should contact SC3D according to the minutes but nothing has
happened. There are no consequences for us as long as they become interested in
technical issues.

− The Memorandum of Understanding (see item 15), was discussed, and we are now
mentioned in it.

− Mr. Bergman of TC52 had taken on to prepare a “roadmap” for the design automation area.
It is not yet available  but there is still time according to the plan.

http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3cph9.pdf
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16� To consider the Report from IEC/TC3 - ISO/TC184/SC4 JWG9 - Electrical
applications of ISO 10303 - Product data representation and exchange - and
relevant decisions, documents 3/531/INF.

Mr. Reuter presented the report. The following are of particular interest:

− In the ISO 10303 series, Part 210, "Electronic assembly…"(STEP AP 210) and Part 212
"Electrotechnical Design …"(STEP AP 212) are expected to be released as ISO/DIS at the
end of 1998: National Committees of the IEC are invited to provide their issues via their
national body member of the ISO.

− Providing companion standards to STEP AP 212, for use in industrial plants and systems
should be considered .

The report was accepted without comments.

17� To review the P- and O- membership of the committee.

The Secretary explained why this item had been put on the agenda. A number of P-members are
quite inactive. This may have consequences for our possibility to get New Work Item proposals
approved, since the required number of positive votes depend of the number of P-members.

Mr. Cordelier will provide statistics on the voting, to see if any further actions are needed.

18� To discuss the Draft Strategic Policy Statement based on document 3/527/INF
and decisions taken in the sub-committees. (Associated documents 3/487/INF,
3A/488/INF, 3B(Charlottenlund/Secretariat)4, 3C/405/INF and 3D/**/INF.)

The Secretary draw the attention to the fact that we shall now update the Strategic policy
Statement for the entire committee.

Input was available from TC3, SC3A, SC3B and SC3C, but not yet SC3D. Comments:

SC3A: Will be corrected with regard to the changes in the structure of the committee.

SC3B: It is difficult with the required 2 year time planning. It is difficult – the number of comments
and their character are not foreseeable.

SC3C: The main problem is the new procedures, otherwise no problems.

SC3D: The SPS had not been discussed at the meeting. A new document need to be prepared as
soon as possible.

General: The document will be too long. It ought to be split in two: one serving external purposes
(overview, market demand, etc) and one internal (projects and planning).

Decision (Charlottenlund/7/98): An SPS with the first parts integrated will be provided. The
different SCs should provide the TC3 secretariat with input as soon as possible, including their
own views as to the implementation of a horizontal policy for the sake of the product committees
and the National Committees.

http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3bcph4.pdf
http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3_531.pdf
http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3_527.pdf
http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3a488.pdf
http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3c405.pdf
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19� To discuss the “image” of the committee, and proposal for modification of  the
name, document 3(Charlottenlund/Secretariat)13

The Chairman introduced the problem with our image. In many other fora TC3 is too related to the
dealing with symbols only, and the other areas we are working in are not known well enough.

Decision (Charlottenlund/8/98): The image issue will be discussed at the next preparatory
meeting. A proposal for improvement will be prepared and discussed, and then circulated to the
National Committees for discussion at the  next meeting of TC3.

20� To review liaisons with other bodies (not already covered):

20.a� IEC TC16 Terminal markings and other identifications [Liaison officer: Mr. E. Selvik],
document  3/534/INF.

The report was mainly dealt with in SC3B but it should also be noted that liaisons with SC3C are
to be improved (C.F. 16/375A/CDV)

20.b� IEC TC44 Safety of machinery - electrotechnical aspects [Liaison officer: Mr. T.
Viitanen], document  3/529/INF.

The report was mainly dealt with in SC3B and suggests a number of actions from SC3C .

20.c� IEC TC52 Printed circuits [Liaison officer: Vacant]

20.d� IEC TC65 Industrial-process measurement and control [Liaison officer: Mr. T.
Viitanen], document 3/530/INF.

Had been sufficiently dealt with in SC3B: a number of TC65 items are related to SC3B or SC3D
standards or projects.

20.e�IEC TC93 Design automation [Liaison officer: Mr. F. Reuter], document  3/532/INF.

Had been sufficiently dealt with in SC3B.

Due to the present focus of TC93, Mr. Reuter wanted to resign as liaison officer.

Decision (Charlottenlund/9/98): Mr. Viitanen was appointed liaison officer to TC93.

20.f� ISO TC10 Technical drawings, product definition and related documentation [Liaison
officer: Mr. J. Aagaard], document  3/533/INF.

The liaison officer to ISO/TC10, Mr. Aagard, presented his report in accordance with document
3/533/INF.

NOTE: Document 3/533/INF was presented at the meeting, but will be circulated to all National Committees.

At the meeting the focus was put on projects of mutual interest, although the parts related to the
strategical considerations are of interest also to TC3.

Data base for graphical symbols:

ISO/TC10/SC10 is fully satisfied with the result of the demonstration of the database, as it can
manage IEC 60617 as well as ISO 14617 symbols.

http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3_cph1.pdf
http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3_530.pdf
http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3_532.pdf
http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3_533.pdf
http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3_533.pdf
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Common standard for graphical symbols for diagrams ISO/DIS 14617 – IEC 60617:

ISO needs to proceed with the approval and publication of the ISO 14617 as ISO standards. They
are presently on the 2nd DIS (2nd IEC/CDV) stage. This includes the common parts 2 to 5. If these
documents can not be approved as standards within ISO, the entire updating and harmonisation
of the graphical symbol standards within ISO is stopped, since existing standards, can not be
replaced by the new ones. This is unacceptable, and ISO will have to continue on its own.

Earlier decisions, e.g. the decision in Rotterdam 1992 to publish these parts as Technical Reports
were intended as temporary solutions (for a period of three years), waiting for the updating of the
IEC standard.

A number of solutions had been discussed, including publication of part 2-5 as technical reports,
and publication as a standards, but then with the symbols of IEC origin either as examples or
included as in informative annex.

In order to allow ISO to proceed with the publication of parts 2-5 as standards, but without forcing
them to do a lot of editorial work, that in the end only would decrease the value of the publications
for  the users, the Secretary suggested that the following be considered:

− Mark all symbols in part 2-5 that has an equivalent symbol in IEC 60617 with one asterisk
(*). Equivalent means that it has the same meaning, although not necessarily literally
expressed in the same way, or having the same orientation.

− Mark all symbols in part 2-5 that emanates from the IEC 60617, but which have been
modified in the harmonisation work of JWG10 with two asterisks (**).

− Then add the following text in Foreword of parts 2 – 5

International Standard ISO 14617-x, has been prepared by ISO Technical Committee 10,
Subcommittee SC10, based on the result of the work carried out in the Joint Working Group
10: Harmonization of diagrams and graphical symbols in diagrams, between ISO TC10 and
IEC Technical Committee 3: Documentation and graphical symbols.

As a result of the harmonisation work, and since the publication of standards on the IEC and
ISO  side are not synchronous, there is an overlap between this standard and IEC 60617, at
the time of its publication. Therefore:

− For symbols marked with one asterisk (*) in the standard, an equivalent symbol, with
the same meaning and form exists in IEC 60617. However, it may not necessarily be
literally explained in the same way or graphically shown with the same orientation.

− For symbols marked with two asterisks (**) in the standard, a closely related symbol
exists in IEC 60617, but either meaning or form has been modified by the JWG in its
harmonisation work. These symbols will be the subject for continued harmonisation
efforts between the organisations. For the electrotechnical area users are advised to
consult IEC 60617 to find corresponding symbols.

The detailed formulation of the Foreword is up to ISO to decide on.

Mr. Aagard declared that this was a solution that seemed to be possible to live with.

Decision (Charlottenlund/9/98): The above suggestions may be a starting point for a new ISO
proposal should the need arise.
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20.g�ISO TC184/SC4 Industrial automation systems: External representation of product
definition data [Liaison officer: Mr. F. Reuter], document  3/531/INF.

Had been sufficiently dealt with in SC3B.

20.h�ISO/IEC JTC1/SC2 Coded character sets.

21�Any other business:

21.a�To note the use of the TC3 web site on the IEC-server http://www.iec.ch/tc3 .  

In addition to the statistics included in the report from the Secretary, he mentioned that the site at
the Chiba University has now been closed, and is referring to the IEC/CO site.

He also pointed out that the statistics show that also those pages that are less frequently updated
have many visits. Therefore it is important that the SC pages, the project and the WG pages are
properly managed. Otherwise we get a lot of disappointed visitors.

Mr. Brigham promised to put the SC3C page in order shortly, since now the work on the new
edition of IEC 60417 was finished.

Mr. Van Reekum promised to do the same before the end of the year.

21.b�To discuss the experiences of the use of electronic exchange of documents.
Electronic commenting.

The Secretary pointed out that it is now mandatory to provide the comments in electronic form.

Mr. Selvik pointed out, that if the web pages are updated properly, they provide the easiest
access to all documents necessary in for the work.

21.c�To note and consider marketing efforts:

Documentation pamphlet

The Chairman said that last year we produced a leaflet. How has it been used?

It was distributed in Houston, but not the way we wanted.

It has not been circulated to the National Committees or redistributed. A quick question around
the table showed that:

UK: Circulated in the committee, but not to industry.

NL: has not placed any orders.

NO: Not circulated.

DK: We have not ordered.

FI: We have distributed some.

JP: Mr Ikeda said that he has ordered 150 for the ITSIG meeting. He said that it would be no
problem to have it distributed at the Kyoto meeting.

http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3_531.pdf
http://www.iec.ch/tc3
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Other means for distribution was discussed: can the delegates be personally involved?

Electronic version is needed, and the CO should be asked to provide one.

Decision (Charlottenlund/10/98): The circulation of the information pamphlet should be
improved.

NOTE - CH, UK, NL, NO, DK, FI, JP, CN delegates accepted to assist in the circulation within their own countries.

Presentation pages on the web

The Secretary pointed out that the presentation pages (containing Scope and list of contents of a
standard, with pointers to the official IEC information), that are searchable by the internet search
engines, are regularly visited. As it can be supposed that these pages are not visited many times
by the same visitor, it seems that they provide a possible additional marketing channel.

22�Date and place of next meeting. Planning.

Next meeting will be held in Kyoto in connection with the General Meeting of IEC.

Detailed planning is included in document 3(Charlottenlund/Secretariat)16A.

A preparatory meeting with Chairmen, Secretaries and Convenors will be held: consensus was
reached for week 915.

23�Close of the meeting.

The Chairman thanked all the delegates for their active participation, strong motivation and
commitment.

He also thanked the secretaries for all work done with a special compliment to TC 3 Secretary.

Finally he expressed his gratitude to the Danish National Committee for the excellent
arrangement, for the facilities, the assisting staff, the handbook and the dinner.

__________________

http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3cph16a.pdf

